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TruckDelta

TruckDelta adapts to what you want
to sell

Sell more, easier and faster with TruckDelta
TruckDelta is an online stock management system. In TruckDelta you have all your
stock data in one system, including photos and videos.

TruckDelta is optimized to fit the sales of (mainly) vehicles. In addition to TruckDelta,
you can also choose EquipmentDelta, which is tailored to the sale of (primarily)
machines. However, in both systems you can create all types of advertisements, for
vehicles, machines and parts. The only difference is the layout of the drop-down menu,
so that it is more aligned with Trucks or Equipment.
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Sell quickly and easily through
200+ websites

Switching is easy
The migration to TruckDelta is quick and easy. You can choose to add an "ERP
Integration" to TruckDelta. The integration transfers the basic data you enter in your

Via TruckDelta, you can link your inventory to more than 200 other websites with just

accounting system during initial registration to TruckDelta. All you then have to do in

one click, including linking to your own website. This way, you will never have to enter

TruckDelta is expand and refine the data. In addition to the ERP intergration, there are

data twice again.

many other ways to transfer your inventory easily and quickly to TruckDelta. We will be
happy to assist you in finding the best way to do this.

In addition, your ads will stay up to date on all the websites you advertise on. If you
change your ads in TruckDelta, it will be automatically updated on all websites where

Benefits of TruckDelta

you advertise.

Sell more, easier and faster
Your stock in one clear system
Advertise on over 200 websites, including your own, with one click
Your stock always up-to-date on all websites you advertise on
A system to match your inventory: trucks or equipment
You prepare your inventory in TruckDelta in order to advertise online on TrucksNL and
numerous other websites.

Send a newsletter to promote
your stock
Through TruckDelta you can send a newsletter to customers containing your stock. We
will send you a professional design with your logo. You then choose which stock you
want to promote and who you will send the newsletter to.
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Interested and want to know more?
Call or email us, and we will inform you about the possibilities regarding TruckDelta to
fit your company and needs.
Scan and call directly
Stephen ten Hoonte
+31 (0) 6 10 39 34 34
s.tenhoonte@tnlbusiness.com
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